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Product Name

Description

Price (SLR)

Weight

CHOCOLATE-PRALINE YULE LOG, 1 KG

Fans of exquisite desserts know that with the arrival of Christmas so comes the
arrival of Gerard Mendis’ luscious, signature Yule Logs. Our mouth-watering Yule
Logs are made of chocolate Swiss rolls that are layered with hazelnut-praline
buttercream, rolled up and covered with chocolate ganache, topped with chocolate
shavings and meringue mushrooms. And yes, Santa and his reindeer are perched on
top to welcome all to your Christmas table.

2500

1 Kg, Serves 8

Fans of exquisite desserts know that with the arrival of Christmas so comes the
arrival of Gerard Mendis’ luscious, signature Yule Logs. Our
mouth-watering Yule Logs are made of chocolate Swiss rolls that are layered with
hazelnut-praline buttercream, rolled up and covered with chocolate ganache,
topped with chocolate shavings and meringue mushrooms. And yes, Santa and his
reindeer are perched on top to welcome all to your Christmas table.

4200

1.5 Kg, Serves 15
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CHOCOLATE-PRALINE YULE LOG, 1.5 KG
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MARZIPAN CHRISTMAS FRUIT TREE

Spread holiday cheer with a Christmas marzipan fruit tree that makes for the perfect
centerpiece on your holiday tabletop. The tree is made from premium imported
almond paste shaped into fift-five vibrantly colored fruits, all soft and plump.
Christmas revelers will love selecting a fruit from the tree, suffused with the luscious
flavors and aromas of irresistible marzipan. (Medium, 450 grams, 45 piece, Rs 3000)

3750

Large , 55 Piece
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TRADITIONAL ENGLISH FRUIT CAKE

Christmas wouldn’t be Christmas without a traditional English Fruit Cake. Gerard
Mendis fruit cakes are moist and lovely, where every bite has a burst of fruit
combined with the crunch of nuts, the sweetness of marzipan, almond sugar and the
muted notes of rum and brandy. To top it off, there’s a jolly Santa Claus offering
Season’s Greetings to all. Perfect for sharing and gifting, you’’ll know the holidays are
officially here with a Gerard Mendis Traditional Fruit Cake.

5000

1 Kg
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CHRISTMAS ALMOND STOLLEN

CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAYS with our sumptuous Stollen (Weihnachtsstollen), the
traditional Christmas treat that will make your celebration complete. Each sweet,
buttery loaf is made by hand and packed with plump rum-soaked raisins and dried
fruits, finished with a sprinkling of confectioner’s vanilla sugar.

900

300 Grams
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TRADITIONAL DUTCH BREUDHER

HOLIDAY NOSTALGIA? If you’re pining for Christmas past, our Breuder will bring back
happy holiday memories of breakfast mornings. Gerard Mendis Chocolatier’s
Breudher is rich in eggs and butter with a yeasty fragrance and sweet taste. Perfect
with cheese or jam. Our Breudher makes a great gift to take to any party or to order
online and have delivered to family and friends. (350 grams, Rs 700)

900

500 Grams
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CHRISTMAS MINCE PIES

You will love our mince pies (individually wrapped). It is a small British fruit-based
sweet pie traditionally served during the Christmas season.

220

Each
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CHRISTMAS FRUIT CAKE

What’s Christmas without fruitcake (individually wrapped)? Gerard’s are unique,
lovely, subtle, moist and addictive, where every bite has a flavor burst of fruit
combined with the unctuous taste and crunch of nuts, the sweetness of marzipan
and the muted notes of rum. (500 grams for Rs 1900)

420

100 Grams
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CEYLON LOVE CAKE

What’s Christmas in Sri Lanka without Ceylon Love Cake? Gerard’s are unique, lovely,
subtle, nutty, moist and addictive, where every bite has a flavourful burst of almond,
rose and citron peel.

2600

500 Grams

Take one bite of our Gingerbread Snowman and you’ll be tasting Christmas, sugar
and spice and everything nice. Crisp on the outside, semi-soft in the interior, sweet
with a zingy ginger flavor, the Gingerbread Snowman is adorably decorated with
marzipan and frosting. He’s outfitted perfectly for winter with his edible pink scarf,
candy cane and chocolatey bowtie. Pile these Gingerbread Snowmen on a cookie
plate and watch as they are gobbled up with Christmas glee.

450

Medium
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CHRISTMAS SNOWMAN
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CHRISTMAS TREE

Take one bite of our Gingerbread Christmas Tree and you’ll be tasting Christmas,
sugar and spice and everything nice. Crisp on the outside, semi-soft in the interior,
sweet with a zingy ginger flavor. (Medium, Rs 400)

500

Large

Take one bite of our Gingerbread Santa and you’ll be tasting Christmas, sugar and
spice and everything nice. Crisp on the outside, semi-soft in the interior, sweet with a
zingy ginger flavor, the Gingerbread Snowman is adorably decorated with marzipan
and frosting. He’s outfitted perfectly for winter with his edible hat, candy cane and
chocolatey pouch. Pile these Gingerbread Santas on a cookie plate and watch as
they are gobbled up with Christmas glee.

550

Medium

Take one bite of our Gingerbread Christmas Bell and you’ll be tasting Christmas,
sugar and spice and everything nice. Crisp on the outside, semi-soft in the interior,
sweet with a zingy ginger flavor.

400

Medium

TURN UP THE CHEER with a Gerard Mendis Chocolatier holiday Gingerbread House
that’s insanely adorable. Sweet details such as piped icicles, boughs of marzipan
greenery, a cinnamon stick woodpile, gummies galore, lend a delicious charm to
these gingerbread houses.

6500

1
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SANTA CLAUS WITH POUCH
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CHRISTMAS BELL
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GINGERBREAD COOKIE HOUSE
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MERRY CHRISTMAS TREE CAKE

Our Merry Christmas Tree Cake has moist ribbon cake layered with butter cream icing,
studded with seasonal fruit and topped with delectable meringue Christmas trees.

5000

1 Kg
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SNOWY CHRISTMAS CHOCOLATE CAKE

Our Snowy Christmas Chocolate Cake has mouthwatering chocolate butter cake
layered with luscious chocolate butter cream, sitting on a base of almond sponge cake,
frosted with snowy white icing and finished with hand decorated, edible holly leaves
and bells.

5000

1 Kg

BE MERRY, 8 PIECE BOX OF CHOCOLATES

Our 8 piece paperboard gift boxes, beautifully tied with our classic ribbon, make a
perfect gift for the chocolate lover. Master chocolatier Gerard Mendis creates his
celebrated gourmet chocolates in small batches using premium Swiss and Belgian
chocolate. The result: astonishingly fresh chocolates that have a snap, sheen and
bold flavours unrivaled in Sri Lanka. Our scrumptious array of chocolates includes
traditional velvety ganaches, buttery caramels and luscious pralines as well as
chocolates infused with surprising flavours such as lemongrass, chili, mango, bee’s
honey and passion fruit.

1950

8 Piece

BE JOLLY, 8 PIECE BOX OF CHOCOLATES

Our 8 piece paperboard gift boxes, beautifully tied with our classic ribbon, make a
perfect gift for the chocolate lover. Master chocolatier Gerard Mendis creates his
celebrated gourmet chocolates in small batches using premium Swiss and Belgian
chocolate. The result: astonishingly fresh chocolates that have a snap, sheen and
bold flavours unrivaled in Sri Lanka. Our scrumptious array of chocolates includes
traditional velvety ganaches, buttery caramels and luscious pralines as well as
chocolates infused with surprising flavours such as lemongrass, chili, mango, bee’s
honey and passion fruit.

1950

8 Piece

BE MERRY, 25 PIECE BOX OF CHOCOLATES

Our custom-made 25 piece wooden signature gift boxes, beautifully tied with our
classic ribbon, make a perfect gift for the holidays. Master chocolatier Gerard
Mendis creates his celebrated gourmet chocolates in small batches using premium
Swiss and Belgian chocolate. The result: astonishingly fresh chocolates that have a
snap, sheen and bold flavours unrivaled in Sri Lanka. Our scrumptious array of
chocolates includes traditional velvety ganaches, buttery caramels and luscious
pralines as well as chocolates infused with surprising flavours such as lemongrass,
chili, mango, bee’s honey and passion fruit.

5200

25 Piece
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BE JOLLY, 25 PIECE BOX OF CHOCOLATES

Our custom-made 25 piece wooden signature gift boxes, beautifully tied with our
classic ribbon, make a perfect gift for the holidays. Master chocolatier Gerard
Mendis creates his celebrated gourmet chocolates in small batches using premium
Swiss and Belgian chocolate. The result: astonishingly fresh chocolates that have a
snap, sheen and bold flavours unrivaled in Sri Lanka. Our scrumptious array of
chocolates includes traditional velvety ganaches, buttery caramels and luscious
pralines as well as chocolates infused with surprising flavours such as lemongrass,
chili, mango, bee’s honey and passion fruit.

5200

25 Piece

X-MAS, 25 PIECE BOX OF CHOCOLATES

Our custom-made 25 piece wooden signature gift boxes, beautifully tied with our
classic ribbon, make a perfect gift for the holidays. Master chocolatier Gerard
Mendis creates his celebrated gourmet chocolates in small batches using premium
Swiss and Belgian chocolate. The result: astonishingly fresh chocolates that have a
snap, sheen and bold flavours unrivaled in Sri Lanka. Our scrumptious array of
chocolates includes traditional velvety ganaches, buttery caramels and luscious
pralines as well as chocolates infused with surprising flavours such as lemongrass,
chili, mango, bee’s honey and passion fruit.

5200

25 Piece
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Our custom-made 45 piece wooden signature gift boxes, beautifully tied with our
classic ribbon, make a perfect gift for the holidays. Master chocolatier Gerard
Mendis creates his celebrated gourmet chocolates in small batches using premium
MERRY CHRISTMAS (RED), 45 PIECE BOX OF Swiss and Belgian chocolate. The result: astonishingly fresh chocolates that have a
CHOCOLATES
snap, sheen and bold flavours unrivaled in Sri Lanka. Our scrumptious array of
chocolates includes traditional velvety ganaches, buttery caramels and luscious
pralines as well as chocolates infused with surprising flavours such as lemongrass,
chili, mango, bee’s honey and passion fruit.

7900

45 Piece
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS, 45 PIECE BOX OF
CHOCOLATES

Our custom-made 45 piece wooden signature gift boxes, beautifully tied with our
classic ribbon, make a perfect gift for the holidays. Master chocolatier Gerard
Mendis creates his celebrated gourmet chocolates in small batches using premium
Swiss and Belgian chocolate. The result: astonishingly fresh chocolates that have a
snap, sheen and bold flavours unrivaled in Sri Lanka. Our scrumptious array of
chocolates includes traditional velvety ganaches, buttery caramels and luscious
pralines as well as chocolates infused with surprising flavours such as lemongrass,
chili, mango, bee’s honey and passion fruit.

7900

45 Piece

MERRY CHRISTMAS, 45 PIECE BOX OF
CHOCOLATES

Our custom-made 45 piece wooden signature gift boxes, beautifully tied with our
classic ribbon, make a perfect gift for the holidays. Master chocolatier Gerard
Mendis creates his celebrated gourmet chocolates in small batches using premium
Swiss and Belgian chocolate. The result: astonishingly fresh chocolates that have a
snap, sheen and bold flavours unrivaled in Sri Lanka. Our scrumptious array of
chocolates includes traditional velvety ganaches, buttery caramels and luscious
pralines as well as chocolates infused with surprising flavours such as lemongrass,
chili, mango, bee’s honey and passion fruit.

7900

45 Piece

950

16 Piece

These French macarons have crisp delicate outer shells with smooth creamy fillings
of strawberry, blueberry, caramel, chocolate, coffee, orange, butterscotch and
vanilla.

2000

200 Grams
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Made in small batches, our smooth fruit confit are vibrant in color and are available
CHRISTMAS, ASSORTED CONFIT FRUIT JELLY in a wide array of fruit flavours including orange, rose, strawberry, lemon, apple, and
black currant.
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CHRISTMAS MACARONS
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MARSHMALLOWS

Our perfectly gooey marshmallows come in a variety of flavours: orange, passion
fruit, black currant, strawberry, blueberry and lemon.

950

350 Grams
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ASSORTED CHRISTMAS COOKIES

Our Christmas cookie range are a treat for any occasion and any age. This
assortment includes dutch butter, heidesand, almond horns, marble dutch butter,
cinnamon sugar pretzels, chocolate chip, oatmeal and raisin, ginger stars and anis
fingers.

650

200 Grams

